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Jane Eyre

The novel's early scene function as rites of passage where J as a child seeks to articulate her ... The opening scene functions according to a binary system which. 
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Source: “Interpellation & Counter-interpellation in Jane Eyre”, Catherine Lanone, Ellipses. -
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JE has become part of the academic canon. It was in 1847 very much a novel written from the margins of sty. The novel fits in the Victorian fascination for the genre of the BR. Adds a significant twist, focusing on an unglamorous female protagonist & her journey towards id and a decent social position. The novel’s early scene function as rites of passage where J as a child seeks to articulate her liminal position as a female outsider, struggling agst degrading interpellation in order to achieve a kind of counter-interpellation. ! The stages of oppression: Initial alienation: Br explores the insecure uncertain experience of a woman forced to earn a living. The opening paragraph of a novel is meant to answer a series of q°, qho, where, when, why, how. The opening praragraph of JE strays from such conventions: the 1st person speaker refrains from disclosing her own name, though a Mrs Reed is mentioned. Instead of building a steady referential frame, the novel favors the affect of a bleak atmosphere. The somewhat enigmatic opening sentence thrusts the reader in medias res. The opening scene functions according to a binary system which recurs throughout the novel, the symbolic opposition btw warmth and cold. The narrator sketches a living tableau which stresses the conventional postures of the reclining mother and the clustered children. Mrs Reed’s speech is expressed in a very cold language, extremely formal: Jane is thus doubly distanced, in spatial and in linguistic terms, from the hearth. Words are made to wound. This is what Butler calls interpellation. Linguistic injury interpellates and constitutes a subject.
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There is a process of alienation at workd, attempting to disguise exclusion as a petrifying necessity. (“she regretted to be under the necessity…). The crimson crypt: The episode of the red room marks a further step in the process of alienation.the room has become a hyphenated red-room through significant paronomasia (= a pun). The hyphen becomes a graphic symptom of connection and disconnection. On the one hand the room functions as a prison. The room is steeped in red while the snowy white bed creates a striking contrast; the color scheme desperately brings to mind spilled blood and a ghastly bloodless corpse. Climactic swoon which ends many a Gothic scene. J catches a spectral glimpse of herself in the mirror. The glass signals dangerous fragmentation or alienation, and the child literally perceives herself as other. Psychic wound. The “straight, narrow, sable-clad shape: (26) J’s encounter with Br is a clear case of interpellation. Threshold about to be crossed by J (who hesitates) is a significant limit, signaling a new stage in J’s progress. The child’s viewpoint dehumanizes Br, perceiving him as a stiff, vertical, petrified shape which is not merely phallic, but as rigid and as a blind, unfair social system. ! Ironic distance The narrator’s irony casts a critical light upon the situations weighing upon little Jane. Voicing resentment: the role of hyperbatons: Hyperbaton: figure of speech using deviation from natural word order to create a specific effect. First page, the system of isolation is reproduced graphically: “Me, she had dispensed from joining the gp”. Child’s refusal to play the part of the scared victim (of hell): “I must keep in good health and not die!” Another hyperbaton: when she is going to hurl the insult of liar back at Reed: “Speak I must; I had been trodden on severely…” (30). Seeking a way out of Lowood, the adult j lapses once more into fairy-tale language: the suggestion that she sd advertise for a job has been dropped on her pillow by some kind fairy.
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2rd hyperbaton: “This scheme I went over twice, thrice”; the anteposition of the word ‘scheme’ in the sentence stresses the moment of empowerment, as K takes one of the most significant decisions of her life, freeing herself from the servitude and solitude of Lowood.



! Jane’s creativity: Helen does not deny the fact that she is a victim, but she does not rebel either, considering that her own shortcomings entail punishment, and submitting to the will of God. - J turns seclusion into a refuge rather than a punishment. - The evocation of the blank death-realms of the Arctic creates a sublime version of the bleak winter day outside. -
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